For the next assignment we will be strengthening our ability to recognize and mimic styles other than our own using Mirage.

You are to choose one classical abstract artist from lecture, or another abstract artist that is approved by your lab instructor, and produce your own image in that artist’s style.

Be sure you choose a specific painting of the artist who’s style you are going to mimic… many of them worked in different styles so don’t confuse yourself. You will be graded on the following:

- How accurate your representation of their style is.
- How accurate your representation of their medium is (How close does it look to actual paint and canvas… texture texture texture texture!).
- The overall use of color and composition of your image.

There are to be no appropriated images in this assignment! All imagery must be rendered by you, the artist!

The resolution of the image should be above 1000 pixels in whatever canvas style you prefer… remember to plan out your image first!